Greetings from Pod 2A
Term 2, 2018

Do The Right Thing

Show We Care

Aim Higher

Term 2, 2019

Welcome Back!
Dear Parents & Carers,
Thank you for your continued support and interest in your child’s learning journey!
We had a brilliant first term and every student has shown growth across a range of areas.
Expectations were set high for the year and it is very pleasing that many students are not only
meeting these expectations, but going above and beyond them.
Term 2 will be a continuation of our success in term 1 and there will continue to be a big focus
on literacy and reading progression. For students in Pod 2A, this means using the
SOLO Taxonomy Structured Learning Outcomes to create clear reading goals that will improve,
challenge and extend each student’s ability to read effectively.
During term 1, I was fortunate enough to attend a Read, Write Inc. training session, and
elements of this will be gradually implemented into our literacy block throughout the term.
Communication will continue to be done through the Seesaw app and this term I aim to add a
lot more student led posts and photos that show your child’s achievements at school.
Please phone (08) 8264 5166 for issues such as absences and appointments. Please feel free
to drop in before or after the school day to see how your child’s learning journey is

Important Dates
Wednesday 1/4 - School Photos
Weeks 3 & 4 - NAPLAN Testing
Monday 27/5 - Pupil Free Day

progressing.

Tuesday 28/5 - Reconciliation Week

Warm regards

Monday 10/6 - Queen’s Birthday PH

Jae Owers

Friday 28/7 - Morialta Conservation

POD2A’s CULTURAL NORMS
This year the behavioral and learning expectations of students in Pod2A have been codesigned with the students. Class expectations have been summarized under three main
ideas. In Pod2A we will ensure that we are trying our best to:
Do The Right Thing: RESPECTING others, following the teachers instructions, following the
school rules.
Show We Care: being INCLUSIVE, helping others, caring for school property, the
environment and the community.
Aim Higher: Actively extend ourselves, identify explicit targets and goals, know how we can
achieve at a higher level and what we need to do to get there.

Literacy will be undertaken each morning. During this time, interruptions will be limited and students will be expected to be
focused and ready for learning. Our normal literacy block will occur until recess and consists of 3 main components:
1. Targeted Guided reading - Students will work with others who have similar goals to really strengthen and extend their
ability to reflect, infer, analyse, criticise and comprehend a range of authentic texts.
2. Word Study ; Students engage deeply with targeted vocabulary. Students examine vowel sounds within words, sound
and letter patterns, word etymology, prefixes, suffixes, and participate in grammatical based word sorts
3. Whole Class Writing & Guided Writing - We will continue to explore persuasive tests before moving on to Information
texts. In Pod2a students undergo a detailed teaching and learning cycle for each new text. This includes; building the context, deconstruction and modelling of the text, guided practise (joint construction) and finally students independently create
their own text in the targeted genre.

H.A.S.S

The Arts (W/ Ms Costello)

This term we will focus on the Geographical
component of H.A.S.S. This will include inquiry
based learning centred around Australia’s role in the
world, particularly the relationship and role Australia
plays with Asia and Europe. Students will also
explore sustainability, natural and constructed
features, global currency and the impact
geographical challenges have upon developing and
developed nations.

In the Arts this term students will use different technologies to create, such as iPads and
the computer.

Science
Term 2 our topic for investigation
will be;

They will endeavor to:
Develop skills with media technologies to
shape space, time, movement and lighting
within images, sounds and text
Plan, produce and present media artworks
of media arts and story principles
Communicate meaning by comparing media
artworks from different social, cultural and
historical contexts, including Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander media artworks

SPACE;




The Solar System

Modelling the relative size of
and distance between Earth,
other planets in the solar
system and the sun

We had a great start to numeracy last term. Together we revisited strategies and learnt new strategies that
assisted student to solve challenging and complex problems involving a range of operations. Student’s did well
to extend themselves further by engaging with problems involving BEDMAS and each student in Pod2A has
increased their fluency and understanding when solving problems involving BEDMAS.
This term in Maths we will build upon our success and continue applying a range of strategies to solve
challenging problems. Student’s will begin the term needing to draw upon all of their numerical learning in order
to work with challenging number sentences, engage with multi step, real world maths problems and create
collaborative maths tasks for others.
The remainder of the term will see students; investigate measurement in depth, solve real life problems and
create detailed plans involving time, and apply their knowledge of angles to a variety of hand on tasks.
In order to embed learning further into student’s long term memories, I increased opportunities for recapping and
reflection upon learning. To help this process further I would greatly appreciate your support in questioning your
children daily about the tasks they did in Maths and what new understandings they now have.

